




Introduction
. -

To English-speaking petrologists textures are the geometrical relationships among
the component crystals of a rock and any amorphous materials (glass or gas in
cavities) that may be present. They comprise the following properties:

1 . Crystallinity (degree of crystallization) - i.e. the relative proportions of glass and
crystals.

2. Granularity (grain size) - i.e. the absolute and the relative sizes of crystals.
3. Crystal shapes.
4. Mutual relations or arrangement of crystals and any amorphous materials

present.

In this part of the book textures in each of these categories are described and illus-
trated, some in plane-polarized light (PPL), some in cross-polarized light (XPL)
and some in both. Some textures exhibit more than one of the above properties and
we have indicated where this is so.

Petrography, of which textural relations are a part, is. the descriptive and factual
side of petrology, whereas petrogenesis  is the interpretive side. Thus genetic terms,
such as cumulate, cumulus crystal, cumulate texture, synneusis  texture, exsolution
texture andJEuxion  texture should be avoided, as they combine factual description
with interpretation; they rob any person reading a petrographic description of
unbiased observations and can cast doubt on the objectivity of the petrographer who
wrote the description. For this reason, genetic textural terms are not included in this
book, there being suitable non-genetic terms available for all of them.

Remarkably few igneous textures have been reproduced in the laboratory and the
origins of even fewer could be claimed to be adequately understood. For these
reasons, we have made no comment on the origin of most of the textures; readers
should consult the texts by Iddings  (1909),  Holmes (1921),  Niggli (1954),  Hatch,
Wells and Wells (1972) or Cox, Bell and Pankhurst (1979),  for discussion of the origin
of textures and their implications. However, it should be noted that many textures
are open to more than one interpretation and the newcomer to the subject is advised
to consider the possible origins and implications for himself before reading one
of these texts. He is then likely to interpret the crystallization of a rock more objec-
tively and flexibly than if the ‘standard interpretation’ is adopted slavishly. This
comment is particularly relevant to the interpretation of ‘order of crystallization’
of minerals in a rock. We have found that both students and teacher can benefit
from a two-hour discussion of the subject; the student who is unencumbered by pre-
conceptions can be remarkably inventive and provide his teacher with copious new
ideas for consideration.

In studying rocks in thin section we must not forget that only a two-dimensional
view is present and hence the true three-dimensional texture has to be deduced from
examination of the dispositions of many crystals in the section. In rocks with a strong
preferred orientation of crystals, two or more sections of different attitude may be
required to reveal the texture adequately.
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Introduction

In this Part are defined and illustrated many of the more common igneous rock types.
For most types plane-polarized light and crossed-polarized light views are shown.
In a few cases more than one example of the rock type is illustrated and in some we
have used more than one magnification to show a particular feature of a rock. In
addition, reference is made to Part 1 on textures where other examples of a specific
rock type are illustrated. Thus, although gabbro may be represented by only two
photographs in Part 2, we have noted where other photographs of gabbros appear
in Part 1.

No two igneous rocks are identical in every respect but many are sufficiently alike
that they can be illustrated by a few typical specimens. Thus, an olivine gabbro
from one locality may be very similar to a large number of olivine gabbros from
different parts of the world. We have therefore selected thin sections which are fairly
typical of the rock type being illustrated.

The choice of which rocks to include has not been easy and undoubtedly we have
omitted somebody’s favourite. In Johannsen’s Descriptive Petrography of the
Igneous Rocks more than 540 different names for igneous rocks are listed in the
index, not counting those names which have a prefix indicating the presence of a
particular mineral or texture, thus we have counted diorite as one name rather than
the eighteen varieties of diorite listed by Johannsen. Holmes listed about 340 different
igneous rocks in his Nomenclature of Petrology but probably less than 150 of these are
now in common use. We have selected about sixty of these names as rocks which the

rig. L Nomenclature of the commoner igneous rocks based student may expect to see in an undergraduate course in geology. Certain rock types
VI  their silica and alkali contents. cannot be distinguished by a cursory examination of a thin section, much less from

lames  of fine grained  rocks are shown in small letters and
one or two photographs. Thus, for example, because mugearites and hawaiites cannot

hose of coarse-grained rocks in capital letters (modified
readily be distinguished from alkali  basalts  without a determination of the plagioclase
composition, photographs of these rocks in thin section have not been included.

rom Cox, Bell and Pankhurst, 1979) For each rock illustrated we have given what we consider to be the definition of
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the name and this is followed by a brief description of what is visible in the field of
view of the photomicrographs. In addition to defining the rock illustrated, we have
also defined, though not necessarily illustrated, the names of others which are
subtypes and whose names are still in use (e.g. granophyre as a variety of micro-
granite). Agreement among petrologists on the characteristics of individual rock
types is improving but will always be open to some differences of opinion. The
names used and defined here are as near to consensus opinion as we can sense it,
using the text of Holmes  (1920),  Johannsen (193 l), Hatch et al. (1972),  and Nockolds
et a!.  (1978),  the paper of Wilkinson (1968),  and our own experience. In most of
the definitions we have refrained from stating ranges for the amounts of the essential
minerals, since agreement amongst petrologists on this is generally poor. On the
other hand, the photographs give the reader an indication of whether a particular
mineral is abundant or scarce in the rock.

The photograph descriptions are deliberately short because they are only of those
features which can be seen in the photomicrographs. The complete petrographic
description of a rock requires a careful examination of the whole slide at different
magnifications and the student is likely to see much more than can be illustrated in
one view at one magnification.

We have not set out a system for the classification of igneous rocks because this is
beyond the scope of this book. The sequence in which the rocks are arranged is
broadly ultrabasic and basic rocks first, followed by intermediate and then acid
rocks, leaving the alkali-rich rocks to the end. Among the alkali-rich rocks are
included a number of rare rock types, simply because they are rare and because the
photographs are visually attractive. In any.treatment  of petrography those rocks
traditionally grouped together under the name famprophyres  pose a problem be-
cause of their diverse characters. Although we have defined some of them, we have
illustrated only three - minette, alniiite  and fourchite.

While we have avoided a formal classification scheme of rocks, it is nonetheless
helpful to have in the mind’s eye a series of pigeon holes in which to locate rock
names with respect to one another; otherwise the brain tends to succumb to the
weight of names and refuses to accept more than a few of them. Figure L (p.  77),
modified from Cox, Bell and Pankhurst (1979),  is a chemical diagram on which many
rock compositions may be plotted. The outermost line encloses most known volcanic
rocks and the bounded area has been subdivided and the names of fine-grained and
coarse-grained varieties of rocks indicated. The exact positions of the dividing lines
and the names in each area are open to debate but, in general, most petrologists
would accept this classification. While a great many of the rock types illustrated
here are shown on Fig. L, a small proportion are not - e.g. the names on the figure
apply to the chemical condition in which Na is less than K. Other names are used for
rocks with the much,less  common condition of K greater than Na (e.g. leucitite
instead of nephelinite).

In the photograph descriptions a number of terms are used which are worthy of
definition here:
Essential minerals: those which are necessary to the naming of the rock. They
need not be major constituents, e.g. a crinanite  contains only a small percentage of
essential analcite.
Accessory minerals: those which are present in such small amounts in a rock that they
are disregarded in its definition, e.g. a small percentage of quartz in a gabbro.
However, it may be useful in the name to note the presence of a particular accessory
mineral in a rock and this can be done by adding the mineral name as a prefix, e.g.
quartz gabbro.
Melanocratic, mesocratic and leucocratic (synonymous with dark-, medium-, and
light-cotoured):  terms to indicate the colour index of a rock and hence the relative
proportions of dark- to light-coloured minerals. The boundaries are at 66 %  and 33 %
dark minerals respectively. Ma&2  and felsic may be applied to rocks which are com-
posed predominantly of mafic  minerals (olivine, pyroxenes, amphiboles, biotite,
opaqueminerals) or of felsic minerals (quartz, feldspar and feldspathoid), respectively.
They are thus less precise than the colour index terms. The term ultramujic  is used for
rocks with trivial amounts of, or no, felsic minerals. The rarely-used colour index
term hypermelunic (9&100 %  dark minerals) is more or less equivalent to ultramafic.
Ultrabasic, basic, intermediate and acid: chemical terms to designate rocks with
less than 45 %,  45-52 %,  52-66 %  and more than 66 %  by weight of Si02 respectively.
Since a large SiOl content is reflected in a large amount of light-coloured minerals,
these terms correspond approximately to the colour index ones.
Micro as a prefix: most igneous rocks have fine-, medium-, and coarse-grained
varieties. The fine- and coarse-grained varieties always have different names (e.g.
basalt and gabbro). Medium-grained varieties may also have a distinct name (e.g.
dolerite), or more often these days, the name for the coarse-grained rock is used and
prefixed by micro (e.g. microgranite, microsyenite or even microgabbro).

. .
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Basalts
In the most  general ized def ini t ion these are  f ine-grained mafic  rocks with essent ia l
augi te , labradorite-sodic bytownite and opaque minerals (titanomagnetitef
i lmeni te) .  They may be subdivided,  i f  so  wished,  in to  tholeiiric  hasalrs  (tholeiires  or
suhalkaline  basal@  and alkali olivine hasalts (fig. L) on the basis of the presence or
absence of  accessory ol iv ine ,  quar tz  and low-Ca pyroxenes  (pigeoni te  or  ortho-
pyroxene) .  Phenocrys ts  or  microphenocrys ts  of  a l l  the  essent ia l  and accessory
minerals  (except  quartz)  may be present .
Tholeiiric  hosalts  (118,46,58,62)  conta in  both  augi te  and  low-Ca pyroxene  (pigcon-
i te ,  hypers thene  o r  both) .  Ol iv ine  i s  e i ther  absent  or  present  on ly  in  smal l  amounts
(less than 5 “,,  by volume) as phenocrysts only, never in the groundmass. The ground-
mass  commonly conta ins  varying amounts  of  in ters t i t ia l  brown glass ,  or  devi t r i f ied
glass (intersertal texture); m more slowly cooled rocks the place of the glass is taken
by granophyric  intergrowths of  quartz  and alkal i  fe ldspar .  The remainder  of  the
groundmass  usual ly  has  an  in tergranular  or  subophi t ic  tex ture .
Alkali olivine hasalts  (119 and 11) contain no low-Ca pyroxene but plentiful olivine.
both  as  phenocrysts  ( i f  present)  and in  the  groundmass .  The augi te  is  of ten some-
wha t  purp l i sh -grey  in  colour due to  high Ti  content .  Less  than IO”,  of  the  fe ldspar
is  of  a lka l i  type .  The  groundmass  tex ture  i s  usual ly  in tergranular  or  subophi t ic  and
glass is very rare, though accessory interstitial ncpheline or analcite may be present.
If alkali feldspar is present. it is in the interstices and as rims on plagioclase.

The terms divine tholeiire  and olivine basalt (22, 2.3, 44, 56, 57) have been used for
rocks which have certain characteristics of both tholciites and alkali olivine basalts.
They lack low-Ca pyroxene,  o l iv ine  is  essential, exceeds 5 ” and may be present as
both  phenocrys ts  and  in  the  groundmass .  The  augi te  i s  no:Ti-rich  and  i t  i s  no t  as
Ca-rich as that in alkali olivine basalts. Interstitial glass may bc present : nepheline
and analcite are  absent .

Chemical  da ta  grea t ly  ass is t  in  making these  d is t inc t ions :  normat ive  hypers thene
is  the  ha l lmark  of  a  tho le i i te  ( t rue  tho le i i te  and  o l iv ine  tho le i i te )  and  absence  of
normat ive  hypers thene  charac ter izes  a lka l i  o l iv ine  basa l t ;  normat ive  o l iv ine  and
hypers thene  charac ter ize  o l iv ine  thole i i te .  Wi thout  such  da ta  the  pe t rographer  must
re ly  on the  mineralogical  character is t ics  ment ioned above,  which of  course  ma)
not be distinguishable if the rock is very fine grained.

Particularly olivine-rich varieties of both alkali olivine basalt and olivine tholeiite
exist  (up to SO”,  olivine) and these may be referred to as alkalicpicrires  and lholeiitic
picriies  (or rholeiiric  picrire  hasalts)  or generally picriric  hussolrs (122. 26, 27. 31).
Pyroxene-rich basalt is called ankaramire (98,123).

The term trwhyhasalt’  i s  somet imes  used  for  rocks  s l ight ly  r icher  in  a lka l i s  and
silica than alkali olivine basalt and hence having a more sodic  plagioclase and more
alkali feldspar (IO”, of total feldspar) than alkali olivine basalt. Strictly, the
term  should be used for those rocks which on an alkali-silica plot (fig. L) lie between
alkal i  o l iv ine  basa l t  and  t rachyte ,  namely  hanuiire  (andes ine ,  anor thoclasc ,  o l iv ine ,
augi te  and  b io t i te .  see  47) .  ntugearwe  (same but  ol igoclase  for  andesine)  and hen-
frrorcife  (same but  anor thoclaw for  oligoclase)  and hence show; features gradational
be tween t rdchyte  and basa l t .  Srenoguhhro  is  the  equivalent  coarse-grained name.

A very uncommon group of  basal ts  are  both  a lkal i  r ich  and have K greater  than
N a ,m contrast to common basalts. These contain essential K-feldspar in the
groundmass  in  addi t ion  to  augi te ,  p lag ioc lase  ( labrador i te )  and  opaques .  Ol iv ine
and bioti te are common accessories.  The terms ahsarokite  and shoshonire  are used
for these,  the  former being more mafic than the latter.

Lunar basal@ two of which are illustrated here (120,121), are classified differently
but  be ing  poor  in  sodium and potass ium arc  more  ak in  to  te r res t r ia l  tho le i i tes  than
to alkali olivinc basalts.
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